The fiber push-out test is a basic method to probe the mechanical properties of the fiber/matrix interface of fiber-reinforced metal matrix composites. In order to estimate the interfacial properties, parameters should be calibrated using the measured load-displacement data and theoretical models. In the case of a soft matrix composite, the possible plastic yield of the matrix has to be considered for the calibration. Since the conventional shear lag models are based on elastic behavior, a detailed assessment of the plastic effect is needed for accurate calibration. In this paper, experimental and simulation studies are presented regarding the effect of matrix plasticity on the push-out behavior of a copper matrix composite with strong interface bonding. Microscopic images exhibited significant local plastic deformation near the fibers leading to salient nonlinear response in the global load-displacement curve. For comparison, uncoated interface with no chemical bonding was also examined where the nonlinearity was not observed. A progressive FEM simulation was conducted for a complete push-out process using the cohesive zone model and inverse fitting. Excellent coincidence was achieved with the measured push-out curve. The predicted results confirmed the experimental observations.
Introduction
Recently, copper matrix composites reinforced with continuous silicon carbide (SiC) fibers are drawing increasing attention as a novel heat sink material for high heat flux applications (You and Bolt, 2002) . A possible application case is the plasma-facing component of nuclear fusion reactors. In practice thick SiC fibers with a carbon protection coating are used as reinforcement. Optimal performance of the composite can be achieved by combining the large thermal conductivity of copper and extremely high strength of the SiC fibers.
Strong bonding of the fiber/matrix interfaces is necessary to ensure load transfer from the ductile matrix to the strong fibers. Strong bonding is realized usually by means of a thin reactive film deposited on the fiber surface to form a stable chemical bonding at the interfaces. The interfacial bond strength determines the ultimate load carrying capability of the composite both under axial (shearing mode) and transverse loads (opening mode). In addition, interfacial friction also contributes to the load carrying capability to some extent, provided that considerable shear stress is generated near the interface during fiber pullout. Since composite structures are designed usually for the loading in the reinforcement orientation, the shear strength and the friction stress are the key interface properties related to structural integrity. The microscopic failure feature of the interface will be essentially affected by the fracture of the layered fiber coatings and the plastic yield of the soft matrix.
The fiber push-out test is one of the most popular methods to probe the mechanical properties of an interface. The load-displacement curve obtained from a push-out test of an elastic single-fiber specimen consists of typically four characteristic stages as illustrated in Fig. 1 : stage (I) linear elastic loading phase with perfect interface, stage (II) decrease of stiffness due to the interface crack initiation and propagation, stage (III) abrupt load drop caused by the complete interface debonding and stage (IV) frictional sliding of the fiber.
The calibration of the interfacial parameters is usually done by means of numerical fitting between the predicted and measured push-out data either at specific stages or for the whole load-displacement curve. In the case of the copper matrix composite, the validity of the elastic shear lag models is limited by the possible plastic yield of the matrix. On the other hand, several researchers applied the finite element method (FEM) to simulate a fiber push-out (or pull-out) test. Beckert and Lauke (1996) estimated energy release rate of a static interface crack. Using a mixed mode fracture criterion they identified crack extension loads for a prescribed debond length. They predicted pull-out curves up to the peak load. Kishore et al. (1992) carried out a static fracture mechanical FEM analysis computing the mixed mode stress intensity factor for an interface crack of predefined sizes. Buchholz and Koca (1997) applied the fracture mechanical approach to a thermally stressed fiber/matrix interface. They computed crack deformation work and energy release rate considering crack face contact friction. Chandra and Ananth (1995) used line spring elements to model an interface to which a stress-based failure criterion and Coulomb friction law were applied. A remarkable aspect of this approach was the progressive nature of the simulation. Calibration of shear strength was carried out using the measured push-out loads.
Bechel and Sottos (1998) also used interface contact elements equipped with the Coulomb's friction law and finite sliding formulation. They used an iterative procedure to determine the debond length and to calibrate friction coefficient. Pochiraju et al. (2001) conducted a stress analysis for the interface using the so-called axisymmetric damage model based on the Reissner's variational solution and FEM. Both were capable of modeling interfacial adhesion, friction and normal debonding. Lin et al. (2001) presented a progressive FEM simulation using the cohesive zone model with a linear traction-separation law (TSL). They captured the load drop event at complete debonding. Bi et al. (2002) reported a fully dynamic study. Chandra et al. (2002) carried out a comparative study about the performance of two kinds of cohesive elements with a bilinear and an exponential TSL. Their simulation showed good agreement with the experiment up to peak load followed by load drop.
The purpose of the present work is to investigate the push-out behavior of the SiC fiber-reinforced copper matrix composite with and without chemical bonding at the interface. Scientific interests are focused on the effect of local matrix plasticity and the microscopic fracture behavior of the interface coatings. To this end, extensive experimental and computational studies were performed. In this paper, the results of push-out tests, microscopic analysis and a FEM simulation based on the cohesive zone model are presented. It is demonstrated that the simulation results predict the measured behavior very well and confirms the microscopic observations.
Theoretical background
Since the pioneering work of Barenblatt (1962) various cohesive zone models were proposed. A comprehensive review was given by Chandra et al. (2002) . To what extent the characteristic shape of the TSL curves affects the predicted fracture behavior still remains a controversial question. The first application of the cohesive zone theory to an interface problem was reported by Needleman (1987) . He modeled interfacial normal decohesion in a particulate composite using a Barenblatt type TSL (Fig. 2) . The TSL was fitted to a polynomial and exponential function. He extended his model further to a shear traction case (Xu and Needleman, 1993) . Subsequently, the trapezoidal and triangular TSLs were proposed, respectively, by Tvergaard and Hutchinson (1992) and by Geubelle and Baylor (1998) . According to Chandra's study (2002) , the triangular TSL showed better agreement with experiment than the exponential one.
A cohesive TSL can be formulated in two different ways. Needleman introduced the notion of a potential function from which TSLs could be derived by differentiation with respect to separation (Needleman, 1987 (Needleman, , 1990 . Alternatively, a TSL can be defined in terms of a damage variable specified by an initiation criterion and an evolution law. The stiffness of a cohesive element decreases monotonically, as the damage variable increases according to its evolution law (Camanho and Davila, 2002) .
In this work, we used an ad hoc defined TSL obtained from the push-out test data. The obtained TSL diagram consisted of two parts, namely, a pre-and a post-damage domain. A linear elastic TSL was initially assumed prior to the onset of damage. At the maximum traction, damage begins to develop. Failure of a cohesive element is defined as the complete loss of stiffness where the damage variable reaches unity. We used the cohesive element implemented in the commercial FEM code ABAQUS.
Linear elastic traction-separation law
The separation vector d is defined as the relative displacements Du of the two contacting element faces attached to a cohesive element as follows:
where the subscript n and s denote the normal and shear component, respectively, and u þ ; u À denote the displacements of an initially coincident node pair locating on two contacting interface elements. The nominal traction vector, T, also consists of a normal and a shear component, T n and T s .
The nominal strains are the separations divided by the constitutive thickness t c of the cohesive element. t c was set to unity whereas the actual thickness was zero. With this setting, the nominal strain is equal to d: The element stiffness becomes equal to the material stiffness. The uncoupled elastic constitutive relation is written as
Damage initiation and evolution
Damage and failure behavior of a cohesive element is controlled by the TSL whereas the TSL itself is defined by the initiation and evolution law of the damage variable. Damage initiation refers to beginning of stiffness degradation. In this work the linear maximum nominal stress criterion was used. Damage is initiated when the maximum nominal stress ratio (defined below) reaches unity:
where T o n and T o s represent the peak nominal normal and shear stress, respectively. The symbol h i denotes the Macaulay bracket signifying that a purely compressive load does not initiate damage.
The damage evolution law describes the rate at which the effective material stiffness degrades after damage initiation. A scalar variable, D, is introduced to represent the damage state in a cohesive element capturing the integral effects of all the active mechanisms. It is scaled from null (virgin state) to unity (full failure) and evolves monotonically. The stresses are modified by D according to:
where T el n and T el s are the stress components predicted by the linearelastic TSL for current strain without damage. In this work, the damage evolution law was calibrated using the measured pushout curve by iterative inverse fitting.
Material and push-out experiment

Composite specimen fabrication
For the reinforcement commercial silicon carbide fibers (SCS6, Specialty Materials, diameter: 140 lm) were used. The fiber consisted of a carbon mono-filament (18 lm radius) in the center and a b-SiC mantle (50 lm thick). This main body was coated with SiC-doped carbon double layers (2.5 lm thick) where thin amorphous carbon layer (0.5 lm thick) was used as bond coat. Each of the doped carbon double layers has different SiC concentration. In order to improve the bonding between the fiber and copper matrix, a thin titanium film (0.15 lm) was deposited on the fibers as a bonding agent using magnetron sputtering. The fibers were further coated with a dense copper layer by magnetron sputtering to form a high-quality interface. A thick copper matrix (80 lm thick) was deposited on the pre-coated fibers by electroplating in a CuSO 4 galvanic bath with the current of 0.05 A/cm 2 for 8 h at room temperature. The coated fibers were further heat-treated at 550°C for 2 h to form a thin titanium carbide reaction film at the interface. Subsequently, a bundle of the coated fibers was packed in a cylindrical copper capsule and subjected to hot-isostatic pressing at 650°C with a pressure of 100 MPa for 30 min. The diameter of the fiber reinforced zone was 3.5 mm and its fiber volume fraction reached 17%. The distance between the nearest neighboring fibers was not less than 160 lm. Finally, the hipped composite rod was cut into thin slices with thickness of 0.45, 0.9 and 1.25 mm and fine-polished to 1 lm roughness. Different specimen thicknesses were tested to produce plastic deformation at different push-out loads.
The maximum specimen thickness was limited by the maximum load at which the indenter punch began to fail. On the other hand, composite specimens of a similar kind were also fabricated but without titanium thin film to produce push-out curves with very weak interfacial shear strength. The specimen thickness was 1.35, 2.4 and 3.02 mm. This comparative study should deliver contrasting outputs in terms of the plastic behavior.
Push-out tests
Push-out tests were performed in an instrumented macroindentation device. Single fibers were individually pushed out of the matrix with a flat-ended tungsten carbide punch having 100 lm diameter for which a dedicated specimen holder was attached on a 0.5 mm thick groove. The load was applied in a displacement-controlled mode with a speed of 1 lm/s. The indentation depth was measured directly through the movement of the loading unit of the testing machine.
Experimental results and discussion
Interfaces with titanium thin film coating
The push-out curves of a composite specimen (1.25 mm thick) with titanium-coated interfaces are plotted in Fig. 3 . The data were obtained from four individual tests and showed a good reproducibility. The fiber-end-displacement on the abscissa is the normalized values (R: fiber radius). The curve began initially with a linear-elastic response. Subsequently the curves experience typically a slight deviation from the linearity at P nl and a strong reduction of stiffness at P d . In the vicinity of the maximum load P max the specimen response became highly compliant. P max reached 60 N on average. Using Eq. (6), the average interfacial shear strength,ŝ d , was estimated to 102 MPâ
where the interface bond area was 0.589 mm 2 . Thisŝ d value approached closely to the maximum interfacial shear traction T o s of the T-S curve which was 109 MPa. A notable feature was that the displacement proceeded considerably around P max until the abrupt load drop was triggered. The average interfacial sliding stress,ŝ s , was estimated to be 52 MPa using Eq. (6) modified by replacing P max with P s (= 31 N). The experimentalŝ d andŝ s data will be compared with the numerical results later. 4 shows the typical push-out response of three composite specimens having different thicknesses (0.45, 0.9 and 1.25 mm). All curves demonstrate the same trend of nonlinear response for the tested load range of 17-62 N. The interpretation of this characteristic nonlinear response will be discussed later. Fig. 5 shows the SEM micrograph of a typical pushed-out fiber. The SEM image reveals a well defined cleavage separation at the middle of the SiC-doped carbon double layers. This brittle fracture of the interface justifies our damage model based on the stiffness reduction formulation. It was found that the outer layer of the carbon double layers (remaining attached to the matrix) underwent a small extrusion up to 3 lm. This finite sliding occurred almost at every pushed-out fibers. The opened gap at the cracked interface implies that the separation near the free surface on the bottom side was also contributed by the radial tensile strain. The appearance of the radial tensile stress may be explained by the free surface effect which implicates a locally concentrated multi-axial stress state. Plastic slip lines are found in the matrix near the fiber.
A detailed image of the fractured carbon double layers is given in Fig. 6 which was observed at the beginning stage of frictional sliding. This image exhibits clearly that the cracking site coincides well with the midline (layer interface) of the double layers. It was also frequently observed that the carbon double layers experienced cleavage fracture several times along their periphery indicating the presence of tensile stress in the hoop direction.
Sometimes failure occurred also at the amorphous carbon layer between the fiber mantle and the carbon double layers producing partly small debris (see Fig. 7 ). But it was mostly a local phenomenon and observed seldom. In the box of Fig. 6 the extruded TiC thin film is shown which was formed by the chemical reaction of the titanium coating with the carbon (Brendel et al., 2005) . The arrest of the extrusion of the C outer layer within a few microns may be attributed to the possibly large friction of the TiC film. Fig. 8 shows the debonded interface on the inside of the outer carbon layer. A lot of small sticking debris was found. This debris is thought to be the major origin of the frictional resistance. Relatively moderate roughness was observed on the both faces of the separated interface. The surface landscape of the plastically deformed matrix is shown in Fig. 9 (top side) and Fig. 10 (bottom side) . Fairly large plastic straining was generated near the pushed-in (out) fibers. It is remarkable that the plastic deformation ran through the specimen thickness. The sunk-in depth on the top side matches roughly with the heap height on the rear side suggesting that the plastic shear strain field is uniform along the interface. Further, the significant sunk-in depth implies that the plastic yield of the matrix must strongly affect the overall push-out response. As will be discussed in Section 6, this observation agreed nicely with the FEM prediction where matrix plasticity played a definitive role. It should be noted that the plastic strain fields surrounding each fiber did not overlap notably each other. This could be also verified by the FEM analysis (see Fig. 19 ). Hence the possible mutual interaction between the fibers can be approximately neglected. The SEM images give a visual illusion due to the slanting angle of view. In the micrograph one sees a fiber hole with no plastic deformation. This was an exceptional case caused by bad bond quality. Fig. 11 shows the push-out response of the composite without titanium coating at the interfaces. Each curve corresponds to one of the three thicknesses, respectively. Also here, all curves exhibit a common trend for the load range of 2-25 N. As expected, these maximum load values are much smaller than the case of the titanium coated interface. Such weak shear strength is of course the direct consequence of missing chemical bonding (carbon is not soluble in copper). At the initial stage of the push-out tests, the interface displayed a linear response until it began to slide at each peak load. After having reached the sliding stage, the load decreased gradually as the remaining contact area diminished. It seems that the whole push-out process was controlled purely by friction with the transition from a static to dynamic phase at the load maxima. The interface shear strength was uniquely determined by this transition friction load. The absence of the chemical bonding also implicates disappearance of substantial shear stress concentration and localized plastic strain because there was no fracture front. This interpretation was consistently supported by SEM investigation presented in Fig. 12 (bottom side) and Fig. 13 (top side) . The debonded interface both on the fiber surface side and hole inner face was remained very smooth without any debris. This is an evidence of Coulomb type frictional sliding. No plastic deformation of copper was found.
Interfaces without titanium coating
FEM model, materials and loads
The push-out simulation was carried out in two steps using ABAQUS. In the first step the fabrication process of the composite specimen was simulated to calculate the thermal residual stresses. The temperature (maximum 650°C) and pressure (maximum 100 MPa) histories of the HIP process were applied as the load condition. Temperature-dependent flow stress of copper was used. In this step, the actual dimension of the fabricated composite cylinder was considered (radius: 5 mm). The model consisted of a central fi- Fig. 9 . SEM micrograph of the specimen upper surface (Ti-coated interface) after the push-out test. Substantial plastic deformation was generated in the matrix near the pushed-in fibers. ber embedded in a copper matrix layer which was surrounded again by a composite mantle. Effective properties were used for the composite mantle. The computed residual stresses -which are present after fabrication of the composite due to different thermal expansion coefficients of the materials involved -were assigned in the second step as the initial loading condition. The radial compressive stress at the interface amounted to 88 MPa. In the second step, the fiber push-out was simulated with a displacement-controlled loading on a tenuous disc specimen containing a single fiber at the center (thickness: 1.25 mm). Fig. 14 illustrates the cross-sectional geometry of the two-dimensional specimen model with rotational symmetry. The substructure of the fiber and bond interface zone was also considered as realistic as possible. The cohesive element layer was inserted into the mid line of the doped carbon double layers according to the SEM analysis. Selected material properties are listed in Table 1 . The plastic data were obtained from a tensile test of a pure copper specimen which was previously annealed at the fabrication temperature to get a similar softening effect as the matrix. The FEM mesh is shown in Fig. 15 . It was found that neither excessive mesh distortion nor node penetration was caused during the whole stage of simulation. Four-node axi-symmetric plane elements were used for both solid (CAX4R) and cohesive (COHAX4) elements. The mesh was sufficiently refined in the interfacial region keeping the element edge ratio below 1:3. The element size ranged 70-150 lm and the total number of elements amounted to 45,000.
Simulation results and discussion
Damage evolution law
The calibrated damage evolution law is plotted in Fig. 16 . The global interface debonding event could be definitely identified by this stepwise damage evolution law. The most salient feature was that the damage escalated rapidly after reaching the damage initiation at d d approaching D = 0.8. This rapid damage event corresponds to the unstable interface fracture starting at P max . After a short transient period the damage curve showed a plateau regime where D increased very slowly from D = 0.9 up to final failure (D = 1). Actually, D was supposed to increase immediately to unity leading to vanishing stiffness, because the interface was observed to undergo brittle fracture. This slow increase of D in the plateau region originated from the numerical fitting scheme in which the friction was modeled by means of the residual stiffness of the cohesive elements. Hence, the damage variable in the range D P 0.9 should be interpreted as a nonphysical quantity. This friction modeling based on the residual stiffness could successfully predict the interfacial shear stress at the frictional sliding stage. One important issue to be addressed is the uniqueness of the calibration data. It was found from systematic parametrical test of this simulation model that the fitting quality was very sensitive to the chosen damage parameter set. No other possible combination of the parameters considered within this test could yield better fitting quality than the present one. But, rigorous mathematical proof has not been made.
Traction-separation relation
Since the interface is subjected mainly to shear load during push-out, only the shear TSL is discussed here, although both the normal and shear strains were considered. The TSL was derived from the fitted damage evolution curve using Eqs. (3) and (5). The obtained shear TSL is plotted in Fig. 17 . This TSL was represented with the nominal shear stress and the nominal shear strain which was equal to the transverse separation. The linear-elastic regime was placed in the initial range up to d and represents the frictional resistance.
6.3. Load-displacement curve Fig. 18 shows the simulated load-displacement curve. For comparison, one of the experimental curves chosen for the fitting was also plotted. The abscissa indicates the fiber-end-displacement d normalized by the fiber radius R, while the ordinate denotes the reaction force at the fiber end. The compared curves demonstrated an excellent coincidence in the whole range of the push-out length. A similarity is found between the shapes of the shear TSL curve and the fitted push-out curve, although the latter is essentially curvilinear. The origin of this curvilinear shape is the plastic flow of the copper matrix near the interface where the shear stress was strongly concentrated. For a quantitative scrutiny the average plastic strains at the interface were examined at several selected loading steps as indicated in Fig. 18 (solid circles). Plastic yielding took place already in the early stage of loading (d/R = 0.1) resulting in the deviation from linearity. The plastic flow continued further, finally reaching 20% at P max and then saturated thereafter. At P max the plastic sink deformation at the interface amounted to 16 lm which was one third of the total displacement at P max . This result demonstrates a profound effect of the plastic yield on the overall specimen deformation. The relative fitting error at P max was 2%.
In Fig. 19 the plastically deformed geometry near the top surface of the interface is plotted in original scale together with the equivalent plastic strain field. The computed surface deformation contour coincided with the experimentally observed deformation pattern as shown in Fig. 9 . The plastic strain was highly concentrated near the interface showing a strong gradient.
Damage development
The ABAQUS output data of the damage variable (SDEG) are presented in Fig. 20 . The damage evolution of the cohesive interface layer at the top and bottom edge is plotted. This damage output data shows a definite analogy to the fitted damage input data given in Fig. 16 . The onset of the damage development (d/R = 0.48) and the uncontrolled ultimate failure (d/R = 0.77) are indicated with a triangle and square symbol, respectively. These points are also indicated in Fig. 18 . It should be noted that the interface underwent controlled crack propagation between the two points. At P d (triangle symbol) the plastic strain near the interface was 15% (plastic sink deformation: 12 lm). As expected, the damage variable increased only up to 0.8 upon ultimate interface fracture. As already explained in Section 6.1, the damage data beyond d/R = 0.77 did not represent the actual damage state.
Interfacial shear stress
In Figs. 21 and 22 the profiles of the interfacial shear stress before and after the crack initiation at P d (d/R = 0.48) are presented, respectively. The shear stress is found to be uniformly distributed along the most part of the interface except the narrow region near the top surface where the stress was locally concentrated due to the Saint Venant effect and the free surface edge effect. The average shear stress in the uniform range was 104 MPa at P d and 113 MPa at P max . These values agreed closely with the experimentally estimated average shear strength,ŝ d , which was 102 MPa. The stress peak at P d , which amounted to 221 MPa, may be regarded as the actual (true) shear strength of the interface. Before the damage initiation at P d , the shear stress level increased in proportion to the applied load. After reaching P d , the stress peak was significantly diminished, for instance, down to 147 MPa at P max and 90 MPa at P s . Such a significant reduction of the stress peak can be attributed to the stiffness reduction due to the rapid damage development in the stress concentration region near the free surface. On the other hand, the uniform shear stress in the bulk region showed no substantial change upon damage onset until the interface failed completely at d/R = 0.78. At d/R = 0.78 the interfacial crack was initiated at the top surface edge and propagated rapidly along the interface. The stress was relieved discontinuously as the crack front swept down. A snapshot of this event is illustrated in Fig. 22 . The step of the stress profile indicates the instantaneous position of the propagating crack front. The interfacial shear stress in the bulk region after complete debonding was saturated to 58 MPa. This value agreed well with the experimentally measured average interfacial sliding stress,ŝ s , which was 52 MPa. There is another independent experimental valueŝ s ¼ 54 MPa which was measured using multiple push-out specimens with different thickness (Brendel et al., 2005) . The averaged interfacial shear stress can be interpreted as the frictional sliding resistance during fiber push-out. The strong gradient of the shear stress profile near the top surface implies that the friction coefficient cannot be determined uniquely but rather as an average value.
In Fig. 23 the radial distribution of the shear stress at P d (d/ R = 0.48) in the bulk region is plotted. The abscissa is the normalized radial coordinate, r/R. As expected, the shear stress decayed rapidly along the outward radial direction. In this stress state the plastic strain reached 15% at the interface. The shear stress decreased to zero at r/R = 13. This decay length can be regarded as the optimal inter-fiber distance to exclude the influence of the neighboring fibers.
Conclusion
In this paper, the essential contribution of the significant matrix plasticity to the fiber push-out behavior was demonstrated based on experiments and FEM simulation. The investigated reference material was copper matrix composite reinforced with continuous silicon carbide thick fibers. The fibers were coated with carbon double layers. Large plastic deformation could be effectively generated near the fibers by strong interface bonding which was realized using reactive titanium thin coating. The shear plastic strain was uniformly distributed along the interface. Push-out tests with three different specimen thicknesses showed a common characteristic nonlinearity in the load-displacement response. The cracks propagated at the midline of the carbon double layer producing a lot of debris. On the contrary, the uncoated interface had a weak shear strength and showed no nonlinearity up to the peak loads. SEM image exhibited no plastic deformation and clean friction faces.
Using the cohesive zone element excellent agreement between the FEM simulation and the experimental push-out data were achieved. The load-displacement curve was predicted by a single step progressive simulation for the whole push-out process. The traction-separation law and the damage evolution law were calibrated using a test data by means of inverse fitting. The predicted shear stresses, plastic strains and the interfacial damage development supported the experimental observation consistently. The simulation result confirmed that the local plastic deformation of the matrix near the fibers was responsible for the significant nonlinearity of the push-out response. Radial distance from the interface (r/R) Shear stress (MPa) at damage onset 
